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Abstract In our project on the autonomous guidance of

Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs) in confined indoor and outdoor

environments, we have developed a vision based autopilot,

with which a miniature hovercraft travels along a corridor

by automatically controlling both its speed and its clearance

from the walls. A hovercraft is an air vehicle endowed with

natural roll and pitch stabilization characteristics, in which

planar flight control systems can be developed conveniently.

Our hovercraft is fully actuated by two rear and two lateral

thrusters. It travels at a constant altitude (∼2 mm) and senses

the environment by means of two lateral eyes that measure

the right and left optic flows (OFs). The visuo-motor control

system, which is called LORA III (Lateral Optic flow Reg-

ulation Autopilot, Mark III), is a dual OF regulator consist-

ing of two intertwined feedback loops, each of which has

its own OF set-point and controls the vehicle’s translation

in one degree of freedom (surge or sway). Our computer-

simulated experiments show that the hovercraft can navigate

along a straight or tapered corridor at a relatively high speed

(up to 1 m/s). It also reacts to any major step perturbations

in the lateral OF (provided by a moving wall) and to any

disturbances caused by a tapered corridor. The minimalistic

visual system (comprised of only 4 pixels) suffices for the

hovercraft to be able to control both its clearance from the

walls and its forward speed jointly, without ever measuring
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speed and distance. The non-emissive visual sensors and the

simple control system developed here are suitable for use

on MAVs with a permissible avionic payload of only a few

grams. This study also accounts quantitatively for previous

ethological findings on honeybees flying freely in a straight

or tapered corridor.

Keywords OF (optic flow) · Motion detection · Autopilot ·

MAV (micro-air vehicle) · Hovercraft · Urban canyon

navigation · Insect flight · Biorobotics · Biomimetics ·

Bionics

Abbreviations

LORA I Lateral Optic Flow Regulation Autopilot,

Mark I, as described in Serres et al. (2006a). It

includes a single optic flow regulator

LORA II Lateral Optic Flow Regulation Autopilot,

Mark II, as described in Serres et al. (2006b). It

includes two optic flow regulators with a

common set-point

LORA III Lateral Optic Flow Regulation Autopilot,

Mark III, as described in this paper. It includes

two optic flow regulators, each with its own OF

set-point

1 Introduction

Winged insects are able to navigate swiftly in unfamiliar

environments by extracting visual information from their

own motion. The optic flow (OF) is the apparent motion of

the image of contrasting features projected onto the insect’s

retina. Insects rely on OF to avoid collisions (Collett 1980;

Wagner 1982; Tammero and Dickinson 2002), to follow a

corridor (Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989; Baird et al. 2005;
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Ruffier et al. 2007; Serres et al. 2007), and to cruise and

land (Srinivasan et al. 1996), for example.

Kirchner and Srinivasan (1989) observed that honeybees

flying through a narrow tunnel tend to maintain equidistance

from the flanking walls. To explain this centring response,

these authors hypothesized that the animal may balance the

apparent motion of the images of the walls between their

two eyes. In the field of robotics, many authors have made

use of this ‘optic flow balance’ hypothesis in designing vi-

sually guided wheeled vehicles (Coombs and Roberts 1992;

Duchon and Warren 1994; Santos-Victor et al. 1995; Dev et

al. 1997; Weber et al. 1997; Carelli et al. 2002; Argyros et

al. 2004; Hrabar et al. 2005; Humbert et al. 2007), or aerial

vehicles (Hrabar et al. 2005; Griffiths et al. 2006), and sim-

ulating flying agents (Neumann and Bülthoff 2001; Muratet

et al. 2005) and hovercraft (Humbert et al. 2005). The ‘optic

flow balance’ hypothesis has been tested mainly in corri-

dors and urban canyons. Despite the success of the ‘optic

flow balance’ hypothesis in robotics, new behavioural ex-

periments have shown that honeybees actually do not neces-

sarily centre when traversing a corridor (Ruffier et al. 2007;

Serres et al. 2007). They may follow one of the two walls at

a certain distance, and it remains to be shown whether and

how they could generate this behaviour on the basis of OF

sensing.

Honeybees flying through a narrow tapered corridor tend

to keep their flight speed proportional to the local corri-

dor width by regulating the image velocity (Srinivasan et

al. 1996). Some authors tested wheeled robots in which the

groundspeed was controlled by comparing the sum of the

two lateral OFs with a reference value (Santos-Victor et al.

1995; Srinivasan et al. 1999; Argyros et al. 2004).

Based on the biorobotic approach developed at our lab-

oratory over the past 20 years, several terrestrial and aerial

vehicles based on OF have been constructed (Franceschini et

al. 1992; Mura and Franceschini 1996; Viollet and Frances-

chini 1999, 2005; Netter and Franceschini 2002; Ruffier and

Franceschini, 2003, 2005; Franceschini et al. 2007) or simu-

lated (Mura and Franceschini 1994; Martin and Franceschini

1994; Serres et al. 2005, 2006a, 2006b). The LORA autopi-

lot described here (LORA stands for Lateral Optic flow Reg-

ulation Autopilot) draws on former studies in which we de-

signed the OCTAVE autopilot (OCTAVE stands for Optical

flow based Control sysTem for Aerial VEhicles) enabling

a Micro-Air Vehicle (MAV) to follow the terrain (Ruffier

and Franceschini 2003, 2005; Franceschini et al. 2007). The

LORA autopilot differs from OCTAVE in that LORA fo-

cuses on both issues of automatic speed control and side

wall avoidance. We originally developed LORA I, which

was a heading control system (Serres et al. 2005, 2006a) that

could be applied to non-holonomic or underactuated vehi-

cles. We then developed LORA II, which was a forward-

plus-side-slip control system based on two OF regulators

with a common OF set-point (Serres et al. 2006b) that could

be applied to holonomic and fully actuated vehicles. Our lat-

est autopilot, called LORA III, consists of a dual OF regula-

tor in which each regulator has its own OF set-point. LORA

III regulates the OF by side and forward controls, according

to the following principles:

(i) the first lateral OF regulator adjusts the air vehicle’s lat-

eral thrust (which determines the lateral speed Vy , i.e.,

the sway speed) so as to keep the lateral OF equal to the

sideways OF set-point. The outcome is that the distance

to the wall becomes proportional to the vehicle’s for-

ward speed Vx which is defined in (ii): the faster the air

vehicle travels, the further away from the walls it will

be. The clearance from the walls will depend directly

on the sideways OF set-point.

(ii) the second lateral OF regulator adjusts the air vehicle’s

forward thrust (which determines the forward speed Vx ,

i.e., the surge speed) so as to maintain the sum of the

two (right and left) OFs equal to the forward OF set-

point. The outcome is that the air-vehicle travels all the

faster as the environment is less cluttered. The forward

speed attained by the vehicle will depend directly on the

forward OF set-point.

The miniature hovercraft we are working on (Fig. 1) is

an advantageous ‘MAV’ in many ways. It makes no contact

with the ground and ‘flies’ on a plane at a constant height

of about 2 mm, which eliminates the need to implement an

altitude control system on-board. A hovercraft is also en-

dowed with inherent roll and pitch stabilization characteris-

tics, which does away with the need to implement an attitude

control system on-board. Besides, unlike wheeled robots, it

can undergo disturbances on three degrees of freedom (such

as those caused by headwind and sidewind, and the result-

ing side effects). LORA III computer-simulated experiments

showed its excellent performances in straight and tapered

corridors. With both types of corridor, the hovercraft man-

aged to reach a safe forward speed at a safe clearance from

the walls.

In Sect. 2, the simulation set-up used to test the LORA

III dual OF regulator scheme implemented on our fully ac-

tuated hovercraft is described. In Sect. 3, the LORA III au-

topilot is described in detail. Section 4 deals with the theo-

retical steady state operating point reached by the LORA III

autopilot in straight and tapered corridors. Section 5 details

the tuning procedures for the controllers. Section 6 deals

with the computer-simulated experiments carried out on our

fully actuated hovercraft equipped with the LORA III au-

topilot. The results obtained show that LORA III enables the

robot to perform various tasks such as wall-following and

centring without having to switch abruptly from one behav-

iour to the other. In straight and tapered corridors, LORA

III automatically adjusts the hovercraft’s forward speed to
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Fig. 1 Sighted fully actuated hovercraft developed for testing the

LORA III autopilot. Four ducted fans (GWS EDF-50, PMW-controlled

DC motor CN12-RLC) drive the robot in the plane. The hovercraft is

a retrofitted version of a miniature RC hovercraft (Taiyo Toy Ltd., Ty-

phoon T-3: 0.36×0.21 × 0.14 m). The robot is equipped with two lat-

eral eyes looking at an angle of ±90◦ to the side, each of them driving a

single OF sensor comprised of a pair of PIN photodiode. An additional

brushless DC motor actuates the airbag turbine

the local width of the corridor, while keeping the robot at

a safe distance from the walls, in much the same way as

honeybees do in a similar situation. We also analyzed the

autopilot’s response to perturbations produced by one of the

two side walls moving forwards or backwards and by a ta-

pered corridor. It is concluded that the LORA III autopilot

provides a simple, lightweight, low cost means of guiding a

fully actuated aerial vehicle, while matching the behaviour

of honeybees in similar environments.

2 Simulation set-up

All the present computer-simulated experiments were car-

ried out on a standard PC equipped with the MatlabTM/

Simulink software program at a sampling frequency of 1

kHz. This sampling frequency is the same as the sam-

pling rate of the microcontroller installed onboard the

LORA robot (Fig. 1). Our robotic simulations include: a

dynamic hovercraft model (on the surge and sway axes),

actuator saturations, the full optical transfer function of

each lens/photoreceptor system, the complete OF sensory

processing system (including its nonlinearities and the errors

in the OF measurement), and the detailed interactions be-

tween the random patterns occurring on the walls and each

photoreceptor.

2.1 Dynamic hovercraft model and mechanical design

A hovercraft can be said to be holonomic in the plane be-

cause it is free to move forwards or sideways and to turn

about its yaw axis. A hovercraft equipped with only two rear

thrusters is said to be underactuated. Our hovercraft (Fig.

1), however, is a retrofitted version of a miniature RC hov-

ercraft (Taiyo Toy Ltd., Typhoon T-3: 0.36 × 0.21 × 0.14 m,

based on the same robotic platform as that used by Seguchi

and Ohtsuka 2003). It is fully actuated because in addition

to the pair of rear thrusters providing forward motion (surge

axis) and heading control (yaw axis) (Fig. 1), the vehicle is

equipped with a pair of lateral thrusters generating indepen-

dent side-slip motion (sway). The hovercraft’s heading an-

gle ψ with respect to the corridor axis, is kept at a reference

value equal to zero:

ψ = 0. (1)

In this study, the hovercraft’s heading ψ is assumed to be

stabilized along the X-axis of the corridor. This is achieved

by implementing a heading lock system based on a micro-

magnetic compass (Fig. 2a). This system is intended to com-

pensate for any yaw disturbances by controlling the two rear

thrusters differentially. Bees are likewise equipped with a

heading lock system (based on a polarized light cue, von

Frisch 1948), which makes the insect take an impressively

straight course even in the presence of wind (Riley and

Osborne 2001). Besides, the most common flight trajecto-

ries of flies have been found to consist of straight flight

sequences interspersed with rapids turns termed saccades

(Wagner 1986; Schilstra and van Hateren 1999). These etho-

logical findings on the behavior of flying insects showed the

existence of two distinct visuomotor mechanisms control-

ling insects’ translations and rotations. Here we focus on the

bio-inspired autopilot we designed, which may explain how

a flying insect makes use of its two translational degrees of

freedom in the plane. In this indoor study, where the hover-

craft was not subjected to any wind, the groundspeed was

taken to be equal to the airspeed. In the 2-D approxima-

tions used throughout this paper, the hovercraft’s motion is

defined by dynamic equations involving the forward thrust

(FFwd = FRT1 + FRT2) produced by the rear thrusters (left:

RT1, right: RT2) and the lateral thrust (FSide = FLT1 −FLT2)

produced by the lateral thrusters (left: LT1, right: LT2). In

our simulation, the maximum forward speed is 2 m/s and

the maximum side speed is 0.5 m/s. At such low speeds, the

drag-versus-speed function can be linearized. The following

equations referred to the center of gravity G define the dy-

namics of the simulated hovercraft (Fig. 2a):

m · dVx/dt + ζx · Vx = FRT 1 + FRT 2, (2a)

m · dVy/dt + ζy · Vy = FLT 1 − FLT 2, (2b)

where m (platform: 0.60 kg + batteries: 0.126 kg) is the

mass of the hovercraft, and ζx and ζy are translational vis-

cous friction coefficients along the X-axis and Y -axis, re-

spectively. The hovercraft is both holonomic and fully actu-

ated: each groundspeed component Vx ((2a) and (3a)) and
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Fig. 2 a The hovercraft’s groundspeed vector V can be projected onto

the corridor-fixed coordinate frame. Four thrusters allow the hovercraft

to be fully actuated, and hence to control the three degrees of free-

dom in the plane independently. The forward speed Vx (on the surge

axis) results from the total thrust (FFwd = FRT1 + FRT2) exerted by the

two rear thrusters. The side speed Vy (on the sway axis) results from

the force exerted by the two lateral thrusters (FSide = FLR1 − FLR2).

b Miniature hovercraft moving through an unknown textured corri-

dor. The vehicle’s heading is maintained along the X-axis (cf. (1)) by

means of a heading lock system (based on a micro-magnetic compass)

that compensates for any yaw disturbances by acting on the two rear

thrusters differentially. The hovercraft is equipped with two lateral eyes

looking at ±90◦ to the vehicles’s main axis. The right and left walls of

the corridor are lined with a random pattern of various grey vertical

stripes. The angular velocities of these patterns depend linearly on the

hovercraft’s forward speed and nonlinearly on the distance from the

walls (right: DR and left: DL)

Vy ((2b) and (3b)) can be controlled independently.

We equipped the hovercraft with four thrusters (ducted

fan GWS EDF-50, DC motor CN12-RLC). Each ducted

fan can produce a thrust of up to 0.72 N at 7.2 V, and the

thrust is proportional to the voltage applied (Jin et al. 2004;

http://www.gws.com.tw/). The propeller dynamics will be

neglected here. The following linearized system of equa-

tions referred to the center of gravity G defines the dynamics

of the simulated hovercraft as a function of the four control

signals:

m · dVx/dt + ζx · Vx = KT · (uRT 1 + uRT 2), (3a)

m · dVy/dt + ζy · Vy = KT · (uLT 1 − uLT 2), (3b)

where KT (0.10 N/V) is a simple gain that relates the thrust

to the applied voltage, uRT1 and uRT2 are the forward control

signals received by the rear thrusters (left: RT1, right: RT2),

uLT2 and uLT1 are the side control signals received by the

lateral thrusters (left: LT1, right: LT2).

2.2 Optic flow (OF) generated by the hovercraft’s own

motion

The hovercraft travels at a groundspeed vector �V over a flat

surface along a corridor, the walls of which are lined with

vertical stripes with random spatial frequency and contrast

(Fig. 2b) that mimick a richly textured environment (Iida

2001; Ruffier and Franceschini 2003, 2005). The hovercraft

is equipped with two lateral eyes placed opposite each other,

i.e. looking at ±90° to the side. Since any rotations is com-

pensated for (see Sect. 2.1), each eye of the moving vehicle

receives a purely translational OF, which is the relative an-

gular velocity of each stripe edge on the wall (Fig. 2b). The

right and left OF, ωR and ωL, respectively, can be simply

defined as follows (Fig. 3):

ωR = Vx/DR, (4)

ωL = Vx/DL, (5)

where Vx is the hovercraft’s forward speed, DR and DL are

the distances to the right and the left walls, respectively.

2.3 Eyes and optic flow sensors

A bio-inspired OF sensor was originally designed in 1986

(Blanes 1986; Franceschini et al. 1986). The principle

underlying this electro-optical image velocity sensor was

based on findings obtained at our laboratory on the common

housefly’s Elementary Motion Detectors (EMDs), by per-

forming electrophysiological recordings on single neurons

while applying optical microstimuli to two single photore-

ceptor cells within a single ommatidium (Franceschini 1985;

Franceschini et al. 1989).

An OF sensor consists of a lens/photoreceptor assembly,

including the two photoreceptors driving an EMD circuit.

The OF sensor eye consists of just two photoreceptors (i.e.,

two pixels), the visual axes of which are separated by an

interreceptor angle �ϕ = 4◦. Each photoreceptor’s angu-

lar sensitivity is given by a bell-shaped function, the accep-

tance angle �ρ (the angular width at half height) of which is

also �ρ = 4◦. The principle of the EMD circuit used in our

studies has been described in previous papers (Blanes 1986;

Franceschini et al. 1986; Viollet and Franceschini 1999;

Ruffier et al. 2003). It is a nonlinear circuit driven by two

photoreceptors, which works in five processing stages (Pu-

das et al. 2007; Aubépart and Franceschini 2007). The EMD

output is a monotonic function of the OF of a contrasting
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Fig. 3 Optic flow (OF) generated by the hovercraft’s own motion. The

forward control signal (uRT1 + uRT2) commands the two rear thrusters

(RT1 and RT2), and hence the hovercraft’s forward dynamics (the

surge dynamics). The side control signal (uLT1 − uLT2) commands the

two lateral thrusters (LT1 and LT2), and hence the hovercraft’s side

dynamics (the sway dynamics). The OF generated by the hovercraft’s

own motion can be defined by the relative angular velocities of the wall

patterns. The angular velocities depends nonlinearly on the distances

from the walls (right: DR and left: DL) as shown by the two nested

rectangles. The distances from the walls depend on the hovercraft’s

absolute ordinate y and the walls’ absolute ordinates (DR = y − yR

and DL = yL − y). y0 denotes the hovercraft’s absolute initial position

edge within a 10-fold range (from 40◦/s to 400◦/s) (Ruffier

and Franceschini 2005; Pudas et al. 2007). Whenever the

EMD circuit does not detect any new contrasting features, it

holds the last measured value for a period of 0.5 s.

To simulate a photoreceptor’s bell-shaped angular sen-

sitivity, the output signal from each photoreceptor is com-

puted at each time step by summing together all the grey

level patterns present in its field of view (which covers ap-

proximately three �ρ, i.e., 12◦) and weighing the summa-

tion with a bottom truncated bell-shaped angular sensitivity

function. During the computer-simulated experiments, the

illuminance is kept constant so as to maintain the signal-to-

noise ratio constant.

3 The LORA III autopilot

The hovercraft is controlled by an autopilot called LORA

III (LORA stands for Lateral Optic flow Regulation Autopi-

lot, Mark III), which involves multiple processing stages, as

shown in the block diagrams in Figs. 3–5. LORA III actually

consists of two visuomotor feedback loops: the side control

loop and the forward control loop. Both loops work in par-

allel, each of them controlling its own translational degree

of freedom (surge or sway) and possessing its own OF set-

point. The coupling between the two feedback loops is illus-

trated, for example, by the fact that the overall feedforward

gain of the side control loop depends on the forward speed

Vx (Fig. 4), which itself depends on the forward control loop

(Fig. 5).

The most remarkable aspect of this dual control system

is that neither the forward speed nor the side speed nor the

distance to the walls need to be measured. The hovercraft re-

acts to any changes in the lateral OF by selectively adjusting

the two orthogonal components Vx and Vy of its ground-

speed vector �V (Fig. 2). The side control loop takes any in-

crease in the unilateral OF to mean that the distance from

the wall has decreased, and therefore adjusts the clearance

via the sway dynamics. The forward control loop takes any

increase in the bilateral OF to mean that an increase in the

speed has occurred, and therefore adjusts the forward speed

via the surge dynamics.

3.1 Bio-inspired side control system

The side control principle presented here is inspired by

observations made on the flight behaviour of honeybees

(Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989). These authors observed that

honeybees tend to fly along the midline of a straight and

narrow corridor. To explain this centring response, they hy-

pothesised that ‘bees maintained equidistance by balancing

the velocities of the retinal images in the two eyes’ (Kirch-

ner and Srinivasan 1989). When one of the walls was put
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Fig. 4 The side control system is the first Optic Flow (OF) regulator

in the LORA III dual OF regulator. Depending on the sign of the error

signal εSide, one of the two lateral thrusters will be actuated. The side

control signal (uLT1 −uLT2) commands the side speed Vy . The forward

speed Vx is an input parameter which is treated by the side control sys-

tem like a simple feedforward gain. The right (left) lateral OF ωR (ωL)

generated by the hovercraft’s own motion depends on both the hov-

ercraft’s forward speed Vx and the distance from the right (left) wall

DR (DL) (see Fig. 3). The maximum value between the right (ωRmeas)

and left (ωLmeas) OF measured is compared with a sideways OF set-

point ωSetSide, and the sign of the difference between the right and left

lateral OFs measured will determine which of the two sides is followed.

The wall on the right (right wall ordinate yR), the wall on the left (left

wall ordinate yL), and the hovercratf’s initial ordinate y0 are treated by

the visual feedback loop like disturbances (black arrows)

Fig. 5 The LORA III autopilot is based on two visual feedback loops

working in parallel with their own optic flow set-point and their own

degree of freedom controlled: the forward control system (blue upper

loop) and the side control system (red bottom loop). The forward con-

troller adjusts the forward thrust (which determines the hovercraft’s

forward speed Vx) on the basis of the sum of the right and left OFs

measured (green blocks): ωRmeas + ωLmeas. This sum is compared with

a forward OF set-point ωSetFwd . The forward controller (PI) commands

the forward motion (grey upper block) so as to minimize εFwd . The

side controller (PD) adjusts the lateral thrust (which determines the

hovercraft’s side speed Vy) on the basis of the largest lateral OFs mea-

sured. This maximum value is compared with a sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide, and the direction of avoidance is given by the sign of the dif-

ference between the left and right OFs measured. The side controller

commands the side-slip motion (grey bottom block) so as to minimize

the error εSide. The robot’s initial ordinate y0, the right wall ordinate yR

and the left wall ordinate yL are treated by LORA III like disturbances

(black arrows)
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into motion, bees flying in the same direction as the mov-

ing wall tended to fly closer to it, while bees flying in the

opposite direction tended to fly farther away from it. The

authors concluded that flying bees rely on the lateral image

velocity to avoid collisions (Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989).

We recently observed, however, that honeybees do not cen-

tre systematically in a wide corridor (Serres et al. 2007;

Ruffier et al. 2007). Prompted to explain the wall-following

behaviour we observed in bees, we came out with an explicit

control system called the side control feedback loop.

The side control system is the first OF regulator (Fig. 4).

This regulator is an improved version of the OCTAVE

autopilot that was developed to ensure automatic ground

avoidance in a rotorcraft (Ruffier and Franceschini 2003,

2005; Franceschini et al. 2007). The lateral OF regulator is

based on a feedback signal that takes into account the OF

provided by the two walls of the corridor. The feedback sig-

nal consists of the larger of the two OFs measured (left or

right), max(ωLmeas,ωRmeas), which corresponds to the near-

est wall, min(DL,DR). This OF regulator was designed to

keep the lateral OF constantly equal to a sideways OF set-

point ωSetSide. The hovercraft then reacts to any deviation in

the lateral OF from ωSetSide by adjusting its lateral thrust,

which determines the hovercraft’s side speed Vy : this even-

tually leads to a change in the distance to the left (DL) or

right (DR) wall. A sign function automatically selects the

wall to be followed, and a maximum criterion is used to

select the higher OF value measured between ωRmeas and

ωLmeas. This value is then compared with the sideways OF

set-point ωSetSide (Fig. 4). In the steady state, the OF selected

will therefore become equal to the sideways OF set-point,

due to the integrator (transfer function 1/s) that is naturally

present in this loop (cf. (7)). The error signal εSide feeding

the side controller is calculated as follows:

εSide = sign(ωLmeas − ωRmeas)

× (ωSetSide − max(ωLmeas,ωRmeas)). (6)

From (3b), the dynamics Gy(s) relating the hovercraft’s or-

dinate y to the control signal (uLT1 − uLT2) have a transfer

function that approximates a first-order low-pass filter (with

a time constant of 0.5 s) in series with an integrator (cf. (7)).

Gy(s) =
Y(s)

(ULT 1 − ULT 2) (s)
=

1

s
×

KT

ζy

1 + m
ζy

s

=
1

s
×

0.1

1 + 0.5s
. (7)

A lead controller Cy(s) was introduced into this feedback

loop to increase the damping, thus improving the stability

and enhancing the response dynamics (see Tuning Proce-

dure in Sect. 5.1).

The control signal (uLT1 − uLT2) arising from the side

controller is limited so as to set the maximum side speed Vy

at ±0.5 m/s. The two side control signals are generated as

follows:

1. if εSide > 0 ⇒ uLT2 = 0, the left thruster only is actuated,

and the right one is off;

2. if εSide < 0 ⇒ uLT1 = 0, the right thruster only is actu-

ated, and the left one is off.

The maximum of the two side control signals uLT 1 and uLT 2

is set at 5 V.

3.2 Bio-inspired forward control system

This guidance strategy was based on findings obtained on

the flight behaviour of honeybees in a small tapered corri-

dor lined with a periodic pattern of black and white vertical

stripes (Srinivasan et al. 1996). The authors observed that

when bees were centred upon entering the corridor, their

flight speed tended to be proportional to the local width of

the corridor: the insects slowed down as they approached

the narrowest section and accelerated when the corridor

widened beyond this point. The authors concluded that ‘the

speed of the flight is controlled by regulating the image ve-

locity’ (Srinivasan et al. 1996).

The second OF regulator (Fig. 5, blue upper loop) is the

forward control system. It is intended to hold the sum of the

two lateral OFs measured (ωRmeas + ωLmeas) constant and

equal to a forward OF set-point ωSetFwd by adjusting the

forward thrust, which will determine the hovercraft’s for-

ward speed Vx . At a given corridor width, any increase in the

sum of the two lateral OFs is assumed here to result from the

hovercraft’s acceleration. This control scheme thus automat-

ically ensures a ‘safe forward speed’ that is commensurate

with the local corridor width. The sum of the two OFs mea-

sured is compared with a forward OF set-point ωSetFwd , and

the error signal εFwd (the input to the forward controller in

Fig. 5) is calculated as follows:

εFwd = ωSetFwd − (ωRmeas + ωLmeas). (8)

The model GVx (s) for the dynamics of our hovercraft (from

(3a)), which relates the forward speed Vx to the forward con-

trol signal uRT1 + uRT2 (Fig. 2), is described by a first order

low-pass filter with a time constant of 0.5 s (cf. (9)):

GVx (s) =
Vx(s)

(URT1 + URT2)(s)
=

KT

ζy

1 + m
ζx

s
=

0.1

1 + 0.5s
. (9)

A proportional-integral (PI) controller was introduced into

the feedback loop to improve the closed-loop dynamics and

to reach a zero steady state error (see Tuning Procedure in

Sect. 5.2).
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The forward control signal uRT1 +uRT1 was limited so as

to set the maximum forward speed Vx at 2 m/s. The maxi-

mum of the two forward control signals uRT1 and uRT2 is set

at 10 V.

4 Theoretical steady state analysis

4.1 The steady state operating point in a straight corridor

In the following discussion, the LORA III autopilot is as-

sumed to have reached the steady state (t = ∞). That is, the

hovercraft is travelling at a forward speed Vx∞ at a distance

DR∞ = y∞ from the right wall. The autopilot strives at all

time to make the right OF equal to the sideways OF set-

point ωSetSide (see Sect. 3.1), while making the sum of the

two lateral OFs equal to the forward OF set-point ωSetFwd

(see Sect. 3.2). The steady state operating point of the hov-

ercraft (Vx∞, y∞) can be defined as follows:

In the steady state:

{

ωSetFwd = ωR∞ + ωL∞

ωSetSide = ωR∞

⇔

{

ωSetFwd = Vx∞
DR∞

+ Vx∞
DL∞

from (4) and (5), (10a)

ωSetSide = Vx∞
DR∞

from (4) (10b)

From this, we can derive the final operating point of the

hovercraft (Vx∞, y∞), as follows:

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Vx∞ = ωSetSide·(ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)
ωSetFwd

· D,

y∞ = DR∞ = ωSetFwd−ωSetSide

ωSetFwd
· D, y∞ ∈

[

0,D
2

[

,

D = DR∞ + DL∞, where D is the corridor width.

(11)

This result has three important consequences:

• Both the steady state speed Vx∞ and the steady state or-

dinate y∞ can be seen to be proportional to the corridor

width D. If the corridor is twice as large, the robot will au-

tomatically drive at twice the speed with twice the clear-

ance from the wall. Conversely, if the corridor is half as

wide, the robot will automatically drive at half speed and

at half the clearance from the wall.

• If the sideways OF set-point ωSetSide is larger than half the

value of the forward OF set-point ωSetFwd (i.e., ωSetSide >

ωSetFwd/2), the hovercaft will reach a final ordinate y∞

(cf. (11)) which is smaller than half the value of the corri-

dor width. This means that it will keep close to one wall,

thus generating wall-following behaviour.

• By contrast, if the sideways OF set-point ωSetSide is

smaller than half the value of the forward OF set-point

ωSetFwd (i.e., ωSetSide < ωSetFwd/2), the hovercraft will not

be able to reach the final ordinate y∞ predicted by (11)

without causing a change in sign in the error signal εSide

(cf. (6)). As a result, the hovercraft will keep maintain-

ing the OF value at ωSetFwd/2. It will navigate along the

midline of the corridor, thus showing centring behaviour.

It is noteworthy that the LORA III autopilot enables the

hovercraft to control both its forward speed and its distance

from the walls without actually measuring any of these two

variables. Besides, at a given forward OF set-point and a

given sideways OF set-point, the hovercraft’s final ‘operat-

ing point’ (as defined by its speed and its distance from the

walls) depends only on the corridor width D (which is also

unknown onboard the hovercraft at all times).

We now examine the effect of two types of perturbation

that can affect the OFs measured: an unilateral OF step per-

turbation introduced by a moving wall and a bilateral OF

disturbance introduced by a tapered corridor.

4.2 The steady state operating point in the case of an OF

step perturbation introduced by a moving wall

Here we focus on the robustness of the LORA III autopilot

to OF step perturbations. The latter are simulated by making

the robot suddenly encounter a moving wall on one side. If

the speed of the wall pattern is denoted Vp , the robot’s rela-

tive speed with respect to the moving wall can be defined by

Vx − Vp . This relative speed makes the robot shift towards

or away from the moving wall. The contrast pattern speed

Vp on the right wall is treated by LORA III like an ‘output

perturbation’ that affects both loops (Fig. 6). The linearized

block diagrams Fig. 6a, b show the point at which this per-

turbation is applied to the two control loops.

The perturbation can be defined as follows:

In the steady state:

{

ωSetFwd = ωR∞ + ωL∞

ωSetSide = ωR∞

⇔

⎧

⎨

⎩

ωSetFwd =
Vx∞−Vp

DR∞
+ Vx∞

DL∞
, (12a)

ωSetSide =
Vx∞−Vp

DR∞
. (12b)

The final operating point of the hovercraft (Vx∞, y∞) can

therefore now be expressed as follows:

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Vx∞ = ωSetSide·(ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)
ωSetFwd

· D + (ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)
ωSetFwd

· Vp,

y∞ = DR∞ = ωSetFwd−ωSetSide

ωSetFwd
· D − 1

ωSetFwd
· Vp,

D = DR∞ + DL∞, where D is the corridor width.

(13)

Clearly, the OF step perturbation introduced by a moving

wall causes a shift in the final operating point (Vx∞, y∞) of

the hovercraft (cf. (13)) in comparison with that computed

by (11).
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Fig. 6 Tuning procedure for the controllers Cy(s) and CVx (s). a Lin-

earization of the side control system around the sideways OF set-

point ωsetSide = 230◦/s assuming that the hovercraft is following the

right wall (ωRmeas > ωLmeas), as attested by the function sign(ωLmeas −
ωRmeas) = −1. The change in the right OF, ωR, generated by the hover-

craft’s sideways motion along the Y -axis is (∂ωR/∂y) = −Vx/y2 (by

differentiating (4)) which is equal to −ωsetSide/y∞ around the regu-

lated operating point ωsetSide (y∞ is the hovercraft’s steady state ordi-

nate, see Sect. 4.1 for details). The OF sensor is also linearized, and its

local sensitivity is KEMD = (∂ωRmeas/∂ωR) = 0.189 V/(rad/s) around

ωsetSide (230◦/s). The OF sensor measures OF with greater sensitiv-

ity at low than high OF (0.073 V/(rad/s) < KEMD < 1.202 V/(rad/s)

within the 10-fold range from 40◦/s to 400◦/s). In some experiments,

the speed of the moving wall Vp acted as a step perturbation of the

Vp/y∞ = ±115◦/s OF value. b Linearization of the forward control

system around the forward OF set-point ωsetFwd = 300◦/s. The change

in the sum of two lateral OF generated (ωL + ωR) by the hovercraft’s

forward motion along the X-axis is ∂(ωL +ωR)/∂Vx = 1/DR +1/DL

(by differentiating the sum of (4) and (5)), which is a simple feedfor-

ward gain independent of the forward speed Vx . The two lateral OF

sensors operate at two distinct regulated values (230◦/s and 70◦/s):

this requires taking a mean sensitivity K ′
EMD of the two OF sensors

that corresponds to the sensitivity of the OF sensor at 110◦/s

4.3 The steady state operating point in the case of

non-constant OF disturbance introduced by a tapered

corridor

The lateral OF is here assumed to be regulated (i.e., main-

tained constant) along the whole tapered corridor. Under this

condition, LORA III ensures that:

(i) one of the two lateral OF (the right one, for instance)

will be equal to the sideways OF set-point ωSetSide (see

Sect. 3.1).

(ii) the sum of the two lateral OFs will be equal to the for-

ward OF set-point ωSetFwd in all circumstances and at

all times (see Sect. 3.2).

The hovercraft’s instantaneous forward speed Vx(t) can be

determined as follows:

At any time t :

{

ωSetFwd = ωR(t) + ωL(t)

ωSetSide = ωR(t)

⇔

{

ωSetFwd = Vx (t)
DR(t)

+ Vx (t)
DL(t)

from (4) and (5), (14a)

ωSetSide = Vx (t)
DR(t)

from (4). (14b)

Hence we can derive the instantaneous forward speed Vx(t),

as follows:

⎧

⎨

⎩

Vx(t) = ωSetSide·(ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)
ωSetFwd

· D(t),

D(t) = DR(t) + DL(t),

with D(t) the local corridor width.

(15)

The instantaneous forward speed Vx(t) turns out to be pro-

portional to the current corridor width D at all times (cf.

(15)). The tapered corridor is treated by the LORA III au-

topilot (Fig. 6b) like a ‘non-constant disturbance’, since it

causes a linear change in the left and right wall ordinates

yL and yR as a function of the distance x travelled. This

makes the hovercraft respond by decreasing (or increasing)

its forward speed linearly with the distance travelled. The

local corridor width D can be expressed as a function of the

tapering angle α (see Fig. 13a), as follows:

D(x) = yL(x) − yR(x) = yLo − yRo + 2 · tan(α) · x (16)
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According to (15) and (16), the forward speed Vx(x) will be

proportional to the distance travelled x:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

Vx(x) = K(α) · x + Vx0
, (17a)

K(α) = 2 · tan(α) · ωSetSide·(ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)
ωSetFwd

, (17b)

Vx0
= (yL0

− yR0
) · ωSetSide·(ωSetFwd−ωSetSide)

ωSetFwd
. (17c)

A plot of dx/dt versus x will give a linear function

(cf. 17a) in the phase plane (x, dx/dt). Upon differentiat-

ing (17a), the forward speed obtained is the solution of the

following first-order differential equation:

dVx(t)

dt
+ K(α) · Vx(t) = 0. (18)

This means that the speed will vary as an exponential func-

tion of time (cf. (19)) with a time constant τ(α) (cf. (20))

that depends on the tapering angle α as follows:

Vx(t) = Vx(t0
) · esign(α)·(t−t

0
)/τ(α), (19)

τ(α) =
1

|K(α)|
,

τ (α) =
ωSetFwd

2 · tan |α| · ωSetSide · (ωSetFwd − ωSetSide)
. (20)

Thus, without any knowledge of the tapering angle α, the

hovercraft is bound to slow down as an exponential function

of time (cf. (19)) when it enters a narrowing section (α < 0),

and to accelerate as an exponential function of time when the

section widens again (α > 0). τ(α) is the time constant (cf.

(20)) of the visual closed loop in the tapered corridor. In a

straight corridor (α = 0), the hovercraft’s forward speed will

remain constant, as computed with (11).

5 Tuning procedures for the controllers

The side and forward controllers are tuned by linearizing the

two visual feedback loops around the regulated operating

point of each OF regulator (Fig. 6).

The forward (ωSetFwd = 300◦/s) and sideways (ωSetSide =

230◦/s) OF set-points are chosen with a view to reaching a

safe forward speed Vx∞ = 1 m/s and a safe distance to the

nearest wall y∞ = DR∞ = 0.23 m in the steady state, at

a given corridor width of 1 m (cf. (11)), in much the same

way as honeybees do in similar situations (Serres et al. 2007;

Ruffier et al. 2007).

5.1 Tuning procedure for the side controller

A lead controller Cy(s) is introduced into the side control

system to improve the stability and enhance its response dy-

namics. The natural integrator that relates the robot’s ordi-

nate y to its side speed Vy makes the side control system

reach a zero steady state error.

The side control feedback loop is linearized assuming the

robot is following, for instance, the right wall at the side-

ways OF set-point (Fig. 6a). The open-loop transfer function

Tside open−loop(s) can be written as follows:

Tside open−loop(s) = −Cy(s) · Gy(s) ·
∂ωR

∂y
· KEMD,

(

∂ωR

∂y

)

y=y∞

= −
ωsetSide

y∞
= −17.204 (rad/s)/m,

KEMD = 0.189 V/(rad/s) corresponding to the OF sensor

sensitivity at the OF value of 230◦/s.

The lead controller Cy(s) (cf. (21)) is tuned to reach a

phase margin of 45◦ and a crossover frequency of 4 rad/s

(0.64 Hz).

Cy (s) =
(ULT 1 − ULT 2) (s)

εSide(s)
= 10 ×

1 + 1.5s

1 + 0.5s
. (21)

5.2 Tuning procedure for the forward controller

The forward OF set-point ωSetFwd (300◦/s) has to be set

as follows: ωSetFwd = ωR +ωL = 2.21 V (230◦/s)+ 1.07 V

(70◦/s) = 3.28 V. We linearize the forward control feedback

loop around the forward OF set-point (Fig. 6b). The lin-

earized forward open-loop transfer function TFwdOpen−Loop(s)

can be written as follows:

TFwdOpen−Loop(s) = CVx (s) · GVx (s) ·
∂(ωL + ωR)

∂Vx

· K ′
EMD,

(

∂(ωL + ωR)

∂Vx

)

y=y∞

=
DL∞ + DR∞

DL∞ · DR∞
= 5.647 rad/s

with a corridor width DL∞ + DR∞ = 1 m and y∞ =

DR∞ = 0.23 m, K ′
EMD = 0.557 V/(rad/s) corresponding to

the mean sensitivity of the OF sensors for a right OF value

of 230◦/s and a left OF value of 70◦/s.

The proportional-integral (PI) controller CVx (s) (cf. (22))

is tuned to cancel the dominant (aeromechanical) pole of

the hovercraft and to reduce the forward time constant com-

puted in the closed-loop by a factor of 1.57. The integral

action is introduced to cancel the steady state error.

CVx (s) =
(URT1 + URT2)(s)

εFwd(s)
= 10 ×

1 + 0.5s

s
. (22)

In what follows, we test the LORA III dual OF regulator in a

straight corridor where the hovercraft starts at various initial

ordinates y0, as wells as in a nonstationary corridor where

part of one wall moves at the speed Vp . The moving wall

(Fig. 6) acts as an OF step perturbation on the LORA III.

Lastly, the hovercraft is tested in a tapered corridor that sub-

jects the LORA III autopilot to a non-constant disturbance.
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6 Simulation Results

6.1 Automatic lateral positioning in a straight corridor

The simulation set-up was presented in detail in Sect. 2. The

simulated visual environment here is a straight 3-meter long,

1-meter wide corridor with randomly contrasting walls. The

right and left walls are lined with a random pattern of vari-

ous grey vertical stripes covering a 1-decade contrast range

(from 4% to 38%) and a 1.1-decade angular frequency range

(from 0.068 c/◦ to 0.87 c/◦ reading from the corridor mid-

line). No special steps were taken to make the two opposite

patterns mirror-symmetric.

Figure 7a shows three simulated trajectories resulting

from the LORA III dual OF regulator scheme (Fig. 5). It can

be seen from this figure that the hovercraft navigates safely,

regardless of its initial ordinate y0 at the entrance to the cor-

ridor. In these trajectories where the sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide = 230◦/s is larger than half the value of the forward

OF set-point (ωSetFwd = 300◦/s), i.e., ωSetSide > ωSetFwd/2,

the hovercraft can be seen to adopt wall-following behav-

iour (as predicted in Sect. 4.1): it follows the right or the

left wall, depending on its initial ordinate y0. In the three

simulated cases (Fig. 7a), the hovercraft generates a steady

state clearance of 0.25 m from either wall (left wall: squares,

and crosses; right wall: full dots) and reaches a ‘safe for-

ward speed’ of Vx∞ = 1 m/s (Fig. 7b). The final operating

point is close to that calculated from (11): taking ωSetFwd =

300◦/s and ωSetSide = 230◦/s, a 1-meter wide (D = 1 m)

corridor leads to final operating values (Vx∞ = 0.94 m/s;

y∞ = 0.23 m).

The hovercraft can be seen to follow either the right or

the left wall, depending on the sign of the error signal εside

(cf. (6)). The hovercraft’s initial ordinate y0 is treated by the

LORA III autopilot (Fig. 5) as a disturbance, which is re-

jected by the dual OF regulator. It can be seen from Fig. 7d,

f that both the sum and the maximum value of the two lateral

OFs reach their respective OF set-point.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that when the sideways

OF set-point ωSetSide is smaller than half the value of the

forward OF set-point ωSetFwd (i.e., ωSetSide < ωSetFwd/2),

the OFs measured (ωRmeas or ωLmeas) never reach ωSetSide.

The hovercraft is bound to centre between the two walls (as

predicted in Sect. 4.1), oscillating about the midline due to

the changing sign of the error signal εSide (cf. (6)). (One way

of cancelling these repeated changes in sign might consist

in substituting the sign function for a hysteresis compara-

tor.) The OF is minimum along the midline of the corridor

but cannot become smaller than 150◦/s (half the value of

ωSetFwd). The error signal εside (Figs. 4, 5) is therefore also

minimum along the midline. The hovercraft can be seen to

reach the same forward speed of Vx∞ = 1.3 m/s (Fig. 8b)

in all three cases, although these feature different values of

Fig. 7 Automatic wall-following behaviour as a function of the ini-

tial condition y0 (Marks on trajectories indicate the hovercraft po-

sition at 0.3-second intervals). a Three simulated trajectories of the

hovercraft moving to the right in a straight corridor at a forward OF

set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (i.e., 300◦/s) and a sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide = 2.21 V (i.e., 230◦/s), starting at different initial positions

(squares: y0 = 0.90 m, crosses: y0 = 0.50 m, full dots: y0 = 0.10 m).

In the steady state, the clearance from the nearest wall reaches 0.25 m

in the three simulated cases. b Forward speed profiles correspond-

ing to the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady state, the forward

speed reaches Vx∞ = 1 m/s in the three simulated cases. c Sum of

the two lateral OFs measured (ωLmeas + ωRmeas) by the OF sen-

sors corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady

state, this sum of the lateral OFs measured reaches the forward OF

set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V in the three simulated cases. d Sum of the

two lateral OFs (ωL + ωR) generated by the hovercraft’s own mo-

tion reaches 300◦/s, which corresponds to the output of the forward

control system. e Maximum value of the two lateral OFs measured

max(ωLmeas,ωRmeas) by the OF sensors corresponding to trajectories

shown in (a). In the steady state, this maximum value reaches the

sideways OF set-point ωSetFwd = 2.21 V in the three simulated cases.

f Maximum value measured by the two lateral OFs max(ωL,ωR) gen-

erated by the hovercraft’s own motion (computed with (4) plus (5))

corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady state, this

maximum value reaches 230◦/s in all three cases simulated, which cor-

responds to the output from the side control system

ωSetSide (all below 150◦/s). In all three cases, the steady

state operating point of the hovercraft is similar to that pre-

dicted by (11): at ωSetFwd = 300◦/s and ωSetSide < 150◦/s,

a 1-meter wide corridor leads to DR∞ = DL∞ = 0.5 m
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Fig. 8 Automatic centring behaviour occurs whenever the sideways

OF set-point ωSetSide is smaller than half the value of the forward OF

set-point ωSetFwd (Marks on trajectories indicate the hovercraft position

at 0.3-second intervals). a Three simulated trajectories of the hovercraft

moving to the right in a straight corridor at a forward OF set-point

ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (i.e., 300◦/s) and various sideways OF set-points

(crosses: ωSetSide = 1.78 V (130◦/s), open dots: ωSetSide = 1.61 V

(110◦/s), full dots: ωSetSide = 1.36 V (90◦/s)) starting at the initial

position y0 = 0.25 m. In all three cases, the hovercraft can be seen

to centre between the two walls, oscillating about the midline due to

changes in sign in the error signal εSide (cf. (6)). b Forward speed

profiles corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady

state, the forward speed reaches Vx∞ = 1.3 m/s in the three simu-

lated cases. c The maximum value from the two lateral OFs measured

max(ωLmeas,ωRmeas) from the OF sensors corresponding to trajecto-

ries shown in (a). In the steady state, this maximum value does not

reach the sideways OF set-point ωSetFwd = 2.21 V in the three simu-

lated cases due to the finite corridor width. d Maximum value recorded

by the two lateral OFs max(ωL,ωR) generated by the hovercraft’s own

motion corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady

state, the two lateral OFs are equal to 150◦/s, which is half the value

of the forward OF set-point (300◦/s)

and Vx∞ = 1.31 m/s. The maximum value of each lateral

OFs can be seen to reach the value ωSetFwd/2 = 150◦/s

for all three values of ωSetSide < 150◦/s (Fig. 8d), their

sum being therefore equal to the forward OF set-point

ωSetFwd = 300◦/s.

6.2 Automatic response to a “no contrast” zone

Figure 9 shows the effect of the local absence of contrast

on one wall. This ‘no contrast zone’ simulates either a true

opening in the wall or a gap in the texture. Unable to mea-

sure any OF along the 4-meter long aperture encountered

on its left-hand side, the hovercraft can be seen to follow

the right wall (Fig. 9a). At the start, we observe the ‘step

response’ of the two OF regulators: the forward speed in-

creases transiently (Fig. 9b) before reaching a steady state at

Vx1∞ = 1 m/s and y1∞ = 0.25 m. From X = 2 m to X = 2.5

m, the hovercraft is not affected yet by the “no contrast”

zone because the left OF sensor holds the last OF measured

for another 0.5 s (Fig. 9c). Once this hold time has elapsed:

ωLmeas = 0 and an acceleration phase can be seen to oc-

cur transiently (Fig. 9b). This is because the environment

is less cluttered, which reduces the sum (ωRmeas + ωLmeas)

(Fig. 9c). The forward speed Vx is therefore bound to in-

crease until the maximum forward speed Vx2∞ = 2m/s

(Sect. 3.2) is reached (Fig. 9b). The steady state operating

point of the hovercraft is similar to that predicted by (10b)

(Vx2∞ = 2 m/s and DR2∞ = y2∞ = 0.5 m: Fig. 9b, c).

Balancing the two lateral OFs in the experiment de-

scribed in Fig. 9, however, would have made the robot rush

into the opening, since an opening gives rise to virtually zero

OF. Some authors have already dealt with this problem in

the past and suggested switching to wall-following behav-

iour whenever the mean value of the two lateral OFs be-

comes larger than a given threshold (Weber et al. 1997) or

whenever one of the two lateral OFs is equal to zero (Santos-

Victor et al. 1995). Wall-following behaviour was then ob-

tained by controlling the robot’s heading so as to maintain

the unilateral OF constant on one side, which means that at

a given forward speed, the robot would tend to stay at a ‘pre-

specified distance’ from the wall (Santos-Victor et al. 1995;

Weber et al. 1997; Zufferey and Floreano 2005). By contrast,

we observe the LORA III autopilot leads the robot to per-

form either wall-following or centring behaviours without

having to switch abruptly from one behaviour to the other.

6.3 Automatic navigation in the case of OF step

perturbations introduced by a moving wall

The motion of the right wall is simulated by updating the po-

sition of the grey level patterns at each time step. Figure 10a

shows the hovercraft’s trajectory when the right wall is mov-

ing at a constant speed in the direction of travel (Vp > 0)

over a distance of 3 m (from X = 3 m to X = 6 m). When the

hovercraft enters this nonstationary section, it can be seen to

come closer to the moving wall. Figure 11a shows the oppo-

site situation, where the wall is moving against the direction

of travel (Vp < 0). From X = 3 m to X = 6 m, the hov-

ercraft can be seen to shift away from the moving wall. To

explain how these shifts towards or away from the moving

wall occur, one must realize that the contrast pattern speed

Vp on the right wall is treated by LORA III like an ‘output

perturbation’ that affects both loops (see Sect. 4.2).
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Fig. 9 Automatic reaction to a “no contrast” zone. a Simulated tra-

jectory of the hovercraft moving to the right in a straight corridor at

a forward OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (300◦/s) and a sideways

OF set-point ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s) starting at the initial posi-

tion y0 = 0.25 m. The hovercraft is hardly affected by a 4-meter long

“no contrast” zone along the left wall. b Forward speed profiles corre-

sponding to the trajectories shown in (a). At the start, we observe the

step response of the two OF regulators: the forward speed increases

transiently before reaching a steady state at Vx1∞ = 1 m/s. As the OF

is disturbed by the “no contrast” zone (ωL = 0), the forward speed Vx

is bound to increase until the maximum forward speed Vx2∞ = 2 m/s

is reached. c The sum of the two lateral OFs measured does not reach

ωSetFwd due to the saturation of the forward speed, which produces a

steady state error in the forward control system. d Sum of the two lat-

eral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s own motion corresponding to

the trajectories shown in (a). In the steady state, the forward control

system does not completely reject the ‘step perturbation’ due to the

forward speed saturation. The sum of the OF values reaches the same

value as the right OF (230◦/s), which corresponds to the sideways OF

set-point (230◦/s)

In the initial, stationary part of the corridor (Fig. 10a,

b, left part), the hovercraft reaches the steady-state operat-

ing point (Vx1∞ = 1 m/s, y1∞ = 0.25 m) as in Fig. 7a, b.

Later on, from X = 3 m to X = 6 m, the positive speed

of the contrasted patterns (Vp > 0) causes a negative OF

step perturbation of −115◦/s (Fig. 10d, f). When the speed

of the contrasted patterns is negative (Vp < 0), we can see

that a similar but positive OF step perturbation (+115◦/s) is

applied to the autopilot (Fig. 11d, f). In both cases, the fi-

nal operating point of the hovercraft (Vx2∞, y2∞) along the

moving wall is close to that predicted by (13): at D = 1 m,

ωSetFwd = 300◦/s and ωSetSide = 230◦/s, a wall speed of

Vp = +0.5 m/s gives (Vx2∞ = 1.1 m/s; y2∞ = 0.14 m),

whereas ceteris paribus, the opposite wall speed (Vp =

−0.5 m/s) gives (Vx2∞ = 0.82 m/s; y2∞ = 0.33 m). In other

words, when a smaller OF is measured by one eye, this is

taken to mean that the moving wall is farther away, which

causes the hovercraft to accelerate while coming closer to

that wall (Fig. 10a, b); conversely when a larger OF is mea-

sured, this has the opposite effect (Fig. 11a, b).

These two additional computer-simulated experiments

show that the hovercraft remains stable to OF step pertur-

bations and also that LORA III autopilot matches previous

ethological findings obtained on bees in a nonstationary cor-

ridor (Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989).

6.4 Automatic deceleration and acceleration in a tapered

corridor

The visual environment simulated here is a 6-meter long ta-

pered corridor with a 1.24-meter wide entrance and a 0.5-

meter wide constriction located midway (Fig. 12a). Its right

and left walls are lined with the same random pattern of grey

vertical stripes as that used previously (covering a 1-decade

contrast range from 4% to 38%, and a 1.5-decade angular

frequency range from 0.034 c/◦ to 1.08 c/◦ reading from the

longitudinal axis of the corridor). Again, no special steps

were taken here to make the two opposite patterns mirror-

symmetric.

As shown in Fig. 12b, the hovercraft automatically slows

down as it approaches the narrowest section of the tapered

corridor and accelerates again when the corridor widens be-

yond it. The hovercraft therefore negotiates a narrow pas-

sage by automatically decelerating (and accelerates once

it has passed) the constriction. In Fig. 12a, the hovercraft

can be seen to adopt wall-following behaviour (ωSetSide >

ωSetFwd/2, see Sect. 4.1). It can be seen from Fig. 12c that
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Fig. 10 Automatic reaction to a negative OF step perturbation re-

sulting from a moving wall. The OF perturbation Vp/y∞ is there-

fore a negative step of −115◦/s. a Simulated trajectory of the hov-

ercraft moving to the right in a straight corridor at a forward OF

set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (300◦/s) and a sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s) from the initial position y0 = 0.25 m. From

X = 3 m to X = 6 m, the hovercraft is seen to come closer to the right

wall that moves at the speed Vp = +0.5 m/s. b Forward speed profiles

corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). At the start, we observe

the step response of the two OF regulators: the forward speed increases

transiently before reaching a steady state at Vx1∞ = 1 m/s. c Sum of the

two lateral OFs measured (ωLmeas + ωRmeas) by the OF sensors corre-

sponding to the trajectories shown in (a). The forward control system in

charge of regulating the sum of the two lateral OFs rejects the OF step

perturbation caused by the moving wall. During the journey, the sum of

the two OFs measured is roughly maintained constant and equal to the

forward OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V. From X = 3 m to X = 6 m,

the relative motion of the right wall reduces the sum of the two lateral

OFs measured, and the forward speed Vx increases until the sum of the

two lateral OFs measured reaches ωSetFwd . The final operating point

of the hovercraft is Vx2∞ = 1.1 m/s and y2∞ = 0.17 m. d The out-

put of the forward control system, which is the sum of the two lateral

OFs generated by the hovercraft’s own motion, is regulated at 230◦/s

in spite of the OF step perturbation resulting from the moving wall. e

The maximum value of the two lateral OFs measured is regulated at

ωSetSide = 2.21 V, shifting the hovercraft toward the moving wall to

compensate for its relative motion. f The output from the side control

system, which is the maximum value of the two lateral OFs generated

by the hovercraft’s own motion, is maintained approximately constant

and equal to 230◦/s, in spite of the OF step perturbation. In the steady

state, the right OF measured reaches the sideways OF (230◦/s)

the forward control system strives to keep the sum of the

two lateral OFs measured constant and equal to the forward

OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (300◦/s). Likewise, Fig. 12e

shows that the side control system itself strives to keep the

maximum value of the two lateral OFs measured equal to the

sideways OF set-point ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s). The for-

ward speed profile along the tapered corridor is particularly

instructive (Fig. 12b and Fig. 13d): at all times, the hover-

craft’s forward speed Vx tends to be proportional to the local

corridor width (as predicted in Sect. 4.3).

Plotting the forward speed Vx as a function of the dis-

tance travelled x defines a phase plane (Fig. 13d), in which

the time constant τ(α) of the visual closed loop in the ta-

pered corridor can be assessed directly (cf. (20)). The time

constant τ(α) of the visual closed loop in the tapered corri-

dor depends suitably on the sum (Fig. 13b) of the two lateral

OFs: sum(ωR,ωL), as well as on the maximum value (Fig.

13c) of the two lateral OFs: max(ωR,ωL), which are main-

tained constant throughout the tapered corridor:

τ(α) =
sum(ωR,ωL)

2 · tan |α| · max(ωR,ωL) · (sum(ωR,ωL) − max(ωR,ωL))
.

(23)
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Fig. 11 Automatic reaction to a positive OF step perturbation resulting

from a moving wall. The OF perturbation Vp/y∞ is therefore a positive

step of 115◦/s. a Simulated trajectory of the hovercraft moving to the

right in a straight corridor at a forward OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V

(300◦/s) and a sideways OF set-point ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s) start-

ing from the initial position y0 = 0.25 m. From X = 3 m to X = 6 m,

the hovercraft shifts its trajectory away from the moving wall (the right

one) at a pattern speed Vp = −0.5 m/s. b Forward speed profiles cor-

responding to the trajectories shown in (a). At the start, we observe the

step response of the two OF regulators: the forward speed increases

transiently before reaching a steady state at Vx1∞ = 1 m/s. c Sum of

the two lateral OFs measured (ωLmeas +ωRmeas) by the OF sensors cor-

responding to the trajectories shown in (a). The forward control system

in charge of regulating the sum of the two lateral OFs rejects the OF

step perturbations resulting from the moving wall. During its journey,

the sum of the two OFs measured is maintained approximately con-

stant and equal to the forward OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V. From

X = 3 m to X = 6 m, the relative motion of the right wall increases

the sum of the two lateral OFs measured, and the forward speed Vx de-

creases until the sum of the two lateral OFs measured reaches ωSetFwd .

The final operating point of the hovercraft is Vx2∞ = 0.86 m/s and

y2∞ = 0.35 m. d The output of the forward control system, which is

the sum of the two lateral OFs (ωL +ωR) generated by the hovercraft’s

own motion happens to be regulated at 230◦/s despite the OF step per-

turbation caused by the moving wall. e The maximum value of the two

lateral OFs measured is regulated at ωSetSide = 2.21 V, thus shifting the

hovercraft away from the moving wall to compensate for its relative

motion. f The output from the side control system, which is the max-

imum value of the two lateral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s own

motion, is maintained approximately constant and equal to 230◦/s in

spite of the OF step perturbation. In the steady state, the right OF mea-

sured reaches the sideways OF (230◦/s)

The OF sum is held virtually constant (at a mean

value ωLmeas + ωRmeas = 3.51 V ≡ 340◦/s; Figs. 12c, 13b)

throughout the converging section of the corridor (taper-

ing angle α = −7◦). Likewise, the OF maximum value is

held virtually constant (at a mean value ωRmeas = 2.25 V

≡ 240◦/s; Figs. 12e, 13c). It can be seen from Fig. 13b, c,

however that there is a discrepancy between the values at-

tained and the values expected (OF sum = ωSetFwd = 300◦/s

and OF max = ωSetSide = 230◦/s). The reason for this dis-

crepancy is that the LORA III autopilot entails a ‘following

error’.

From the slope of the regression line (equal to −0.305 s−1

in Fig. 13d), we can derive the time constant of the visual

closed loop τConv(α = −7◦) = 1/0.305 = 3.28 s (Fig. 13e).

This value, τConv = 3.28 s, matches that computed with

(23). In the diverging section of the corridor (tapering an-

gle α = +7◦), the OF sum can be seen to be held virtu-

ally constant (at a mean value ωLmeas + ωRmeas = 3.05 V

≡ 280◦/s; Figs. 12, 13b), and so can the OF max (at a mean

value ωRmeas = 2.15 V ≡ 220◦/ s; Fig. 12e, 13c). Again, a

good match can be observed between the time constant of

the visual closed loop τDivg(α = 7◦) = 1/0.202 = 4.96 s

(Fig. 13e) and that computed with (23). The difference be-
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Fig. 12 Automatic deceleration and acceleration of the hovercraft in

a tapared corridor in the absence of knowledge on the tapering angle

(Marks on trajectories indicate the hovercraft position at 0.3-second

intervals). a Three simulated trajectories of the hovercraft moving to

the right in a tapered corridor (tapering angle α = 7◦) at a forward

OF set-point ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (300◦/s) and a sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s), starting with different initial ordinates

(open dots: y0 = 0.90 m, crosses: y0 = 0.60 m, full dots: y0 = 0.30 m).

These trajectories show that the hovercraft automatically slows down

when the local corridor width decreases and accelerates again when

it widens. b Forward speed profiles corresponding to the trajectories

shown in (a). The forward speed happens to be a linear function of

the distance x travelled, and it is therefore proportional to the local

corridor width D. c The forward control system strives at all times to

maintain the sum of the two lateral OFs measured constant and equal

to ωSetFwd . d Sum of the two lateral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s

own motion (computed with (4) plus (5)) corresponding to the trajec-

tories shown in (a). The forward control system strives to keep the sum

of the two lateral OFs measured constant and equal to 300◦/s. e The

side control system strives to keep the maximum value of the two lat-

eral OFs measured constant and equal to ωSetSide = 2.21 V (230◦/s).

f Maximum value of the two lateral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s

own motion (computed with (4) or (5)) corresponding to the trajecto-

ries shown in (a). The side control system strives to keep the maximum

value of the two lateral OFs constant and equal to 230◦/s

tween the theoretical value (τ(α = 7◦) = 4.35 s computed

with (20), and the two experimental values (τConv and τDivg)

measured is again due to the ‘following error’ of the LORA

III feedback loops.

All in all, these simulation experiments show that the

LORA III dual OF regulator is able to cope with the ma-

jor disturbance caused by a tapered corridor, by making the

robot decelerate or accelerate appropriately, although it has

no detailed information about the local corridor width. Let

us recall that the deceleration and acceleration time con-

stant τ(α) is a monotonic function of the tapering angle α

(cf. (20)).

7 Discussion and conclusion

The results of the present computer-simulated experiments

show that a hovercraft can navigate safely under visual con-

trol along a straight or tapered corridor, and even along a

nonstationary corridor, although it is equipped with a really

minimalistic visual system (consisting of only 4 pixels form-

ing two elementary motion detectors, see Figs. 1, 2). The key

to the working of the LORA III autopilot presented here is

a pair of lateral OF regulators that function in parallel, each

controlling its own degree of freedom, with its own OF set-

point. One of them controls the vehicle’s forward speed, and

the other one controls the side speed and hence the vehicle’s

lateral positioning. The great advantage of this visuomotor

control system is that it operates without any need for ex-
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Fig. 13 Forward speed profile in a tapered corridor (tapering an-

gle α = 7◦) corresponding to the same simulated trajectory as that

shown in Fig. 12 (Marks on trajectories indicate the hovercraft posi-

tion at 0.2-second intervals). a Simulated trajectory of the hovercraft

moving to the right in a tapered corridor at a forward OF set-point

ωSetFwd = 3.28 V (300◦/s) and a sideways OF set-point ωSetSide =
2.21 V (230◦/s). The LORA III dual OF regulator (Fig. 5) makes the

hovercraft automatically slow down when the corridor width decreases

and automatically accelerate when the width increases. b Sum of the

two lateral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s own motion (computed

with (4) plus (5)) corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a). The

forward control system strives to keep the sum of the two lateral OFs

measured constant and equal to ωSetFwd (300◦/s). c Maximum value

of the two lateral OFs generated by the hovercraft’s own motion (com-

puted with (4) plus (5)) corresponding to the trajectories shown in (a).

The side control system strives to keep the maximum value of the two

lateral OFs measured constant and equal to ωSetSide (230◦/s). d Phase

plane plot of the forward speed Vx as a function of the distance x along

the corridor. The forward speed Vx turns out to be a linear function of

the distance x. The slope of the linear regression curve (blue line) is

equal to the inverse of the forward speed time constant in closed loop

τ(α) (cf. (20)). This time constant in closed loop is equal to 3.28 s

(4.96 s) in the converging (or diverging) part of the tapered corridor.

e The forward speed is an exponential function of time, as expected

from the phase plane in (b)

plicit data about speed and distance, and hence without any

need for speed sensors or range sensors to control the for-

ward speed and avoid lateral obstacles. Although the hover-

craft is completely ‘unaware’ of its own speed, its clearance

from the two walls and the width of corridor it is in, it be-

haves appropriately by automatically adjusting its speed to

the environment and automatically maintaining a safe clear-

ance from the walls. The robot navigates on the sole basis of

two parameters which are the set-points of the dual OF regu-

lator: a sideways OF set-point ωSetSide and a forward OF set-

point ωSetFwd , which fully constrain the vehicle’s behaviour

in a corridor of a given width. By increasing the forward OF

set-point at a given sideways OF set-point, one can change

the vehicle’s forward speed. By reducing the sideways OF

set-point at a given forward OF set-point, one can induce a

graceful shift from ‘wall-following behaviour’ to ‘centring

behaviour’. Centring behaviour occurs as a particular case

of wall following behaviour, whenever ωSetSide ≤ ωSetFwd/2.

With its two intertwined feedback loops, the LORA III

dual OF regulator therefore provides the vehicle on which

it is mounted with both a cruise control system and a lateral

anti-collision system, as described below:

(i) the first lateral OF regulator adjusts the hovercraft’s

side-slip thrust (which determines the side speed Vy, i.e.,

the sway speed) so as to keep the maximum of the two

lateral OF equal to the sideways OF set-point. In a sta-

tionary corridor, the distance from the wall will there-

fore become proportional to the forward speed Vx that
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is defined in (ii): the faster the hovercraft travels, the

further away from the wall it will be.

(ii) the second lateral OF regulator adjusts the forward

thrust (which determines the hovercraft’s forward speed

Vx, i.e., the surge speed) so as to keep the sum of the

two (right and left) lateral OFs equal to the forward OF

set-point. In a stationary corridor, the hovercraft’s for-

ward speed Vx becomes proportional to the local corri-

dor width D: the less cluttered the environment is, the

faster the hovercraft will travel.

All in all, the two visuo-motor feedback loops automati-

cally yield a ‘safe operating point’ in terms of a groundspeed

that is commensurate with the clearance from the walls.

Our control scheme (Fig. 5) accounts remarkably well

for the behaviour observed in bees flying along a stationary

or nonstationary corridor (Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989),

or along a tapered corridor (Srinivasan et al. 1996), despite

the minimalistic number of OF sensors with which it is

equipped (one on the right, one on the left). The latter au-

thors established that honeybees adopt a centring behaviour

along a tapered corridor with a tapering angle of |α| = 15◦.

From their Figs. 2A–C, we can figure out that bees were

holding the lateral OF on both eyes at approximately 320◦/s.

The control scheme described here (Fig. 5) would then pre-

dict that the honeybees were striving to maintain the greater

of the two lateral OFs equal to a sideways OF set-point

ωSetSide Bee ≈ 320◦/s (computed from Fig. 2C data in Srini-

vasan et al. 1996), while maintaining the sum of the two

lateral OFs equal to a forward OF set-point ωSetFwdBee ≈

640◦/s (centring behaviour requires ωSetSide ≤ ωSetFwd/2,

see Sect. 4.1). It is therefore striking that the slope of the re-

gression line (1.5 s−1) which can be assessed from Fig. 2C

in Srinivasan et al. (1996) can be remarkably accurately pre-

dicted by the slope (1.5 s−1) obtained from (17b). The simu-

lated control scheme described here (Fig. 5) therefore yields

data that are similar to those measured in real flying in-

sects (Kirchner and Srinivasan 1989; Srinivasan et al. 1996;

Serres et al. 2007; Ruffier et al. 2007), which suggests that

a similar control scheme may well be implemented in the

insect nervous system.

The LORA III autopilot can be applied to other types of

(holonomic and fully actuated) vehicles such as blimps (e.g.,

Iida 2001, by adding two lateral thrusters), autonomous un-

derwater vehicles (e.g., Smallwood and Whitcomb 2004),

and helicopters with counterrotating rotors (in which pitch

and roll are uncoupled). Our OF-based autopilot needs to be

improved by enlarging its visual field and devising a means

of controlling the third degree of freedom (yaw) visually

to enable the robot to successfully negotiate more challeng-

ing corridors including L-junctions or T-junctions. The addi-

tional vision-based control module required for this purpose

could be designed by comparing the two frontal-lateral parts

of the OF-field, as flies seem to do when they trigger body

saccades (Wagner 1982; Schilstra and van Hateren 1999;

Tammero and Dickinson 2002; Zufferey and Floreano 2005;

Bermudez i Badia et al. 2007). Implementation of the over-

all LORA III autopilot on our fully actuated miniature hov-

ercraft (Fig. 1) is now underway.

Insect-based visual systems can yield solutions that re-

quire a much smaller number of pixels than those used in

the present-day computer-vision systems harnessed to mo-

bile robots. We have described here how a robot can navi-

gate safely in unfamiliar, and even challenging environments

such as a tapered corridor with randomly structured patterns

on its walls, using a minimalistic number of pixels (only four

pixels in fact) without any metric sensors such as rangefind-

ers or velocimeters. Combined with a ventral OF regulator

ensuring ground obstacle avoidance (Ruffier and Frances-

chini 2003, 2005; Franceschini et al. 2007), the dual OF

regulator scheme presented here may open the way to light-

weight, low-cost visual guidance systems for autonomous

vehicle navigation in unfamiliar indoor and outdoor envi-

ronments. The passive OF sensors and the simple process-

ing system described here are particularly suitable for use

with Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs), in which highly stringent

constraints are imposed in terms of the permissible avionic

payload and onboard energy resources.
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